Dear UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs,

We are writing to you regarding UCLA Luskin's "Evaluation of the LAPD Community Safety Partnership." The report finds numerous inconsistencies, unknowns, and a lack of transparency surrounding LAPD's Community Safety Partnerships (CSPs) in Watts, but nevertheless recommends the program be continued with increased funding. After the murder of George Floyd, there is surging public demand to defund police agencies and reallocate investment in health and housing services. However, by recommending increased funding to CSPs, this report prioritizes policing communities of color over investing in critical social services, thereby actively undermining the international momentum of the Defund the Police Movement.

Predictably, this study was already used by Joe Buscaino to argue against LAPD budget cuts. Mayor Garcetti also cited it to support expanding CSP and funding an entirely new CSP Bureau within LAPD which co-author and UCLA Luskin Professor Jorja Leap supported saying, "it indicates this [LAPD] chief's intention not to reform but to transform." Throughout this letter, we explain how there is nothing transformational about CSP policing practices and ask the authors and UCLA Luskin to:

○ Condemn opposition to LAPD budget cuts;
○ Rescind the recommendation for increased LAPD funding;
○ Disavow this study as a policy document due its unsound promotion of CSPs and failure to consider alternatives; and
○ Address our concerns with CSPs and the evaluation itself detailed below.

Key Criticisms of CSPs

1. CSPs are a continuation of failed policing strategies using investment in communities of color as a smokescreen for increased surveillance. LAPD cites CSPs as examples of "data-informed, community-focused policing" which is essentially: "place-based" strategies that perpetually criminalize Black and Latinx neighborhoods; 1990s "Weed and Seed" investment in incarceration with limited community programming; Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) which includes clearing green spaces and spending $7 million on police cameras equipped with license plate recognition technology to surveil residents; and a policing focus on graffiti or loitering reminiscent of the thoroughly discredited "broken windows" policing approach (which LAPD still supports).

2. CSPs funding sources and total, 10-year costs to taxpayers are not transparent. However, a 2019 study showed only 16% of CSP's $1.4 million budget went to community programs and less than 1% went directly to resident stipends. Under the guise of community investment, tax dollars continue to land in the hands of the LAPD.
3. CSP officers do not understand the key elements of the program. This enhances an inherent programmatic conflict wherein police officers are required to build community trust while also having discretion to cite, arrest, or use force against residents. The evaluation states that officers “do not hesitate to enlist more traditional law enforcement strategies and suppression to stabilize the CSP site.” This conflict creates daily confusion among CSP officers who report “that they do not receive consistent orders or instructions on how to operate in the field, particularly when it comes to enforcement and the differentiation between enforcement and relationship-building.”

4. CSP increases police presence in schools as a means to increase youth trust in CSP officers. However, every additional school police officer increases the risk of arrest and justice-involvement for youth of color. Moreover, this study cites multiple accounts of LAPD units antagonizing residents, but then fails to consider how youth are put at risk (e.g., of coercive interrogations leading to incarceration) by being taught to trust some police officers while being simultaneously criminalized by others.

5. CSP excludes community stakeholders and young people. The evaluation findings state CSP officers “selectively choose who they interact and engage with” leading to unresponsive programming. CSP primarily manifests as youth sports/recreation programs, but lacks services for young people ages 14-25. One resident stated that older residents will “call CSP for anything” but the younger generation “constantly feel criminalized. . . there's a key population that is not having a positive experience.” There is a dichotomy between who receives services from CSP and who is treated with traditional police tactics. We are concerned CSP gives residents the tools only to continue calling the police on younger residents while failing to invest in opportunities for them.

Key Criticisms of the UCLA Evaluation

1. The report fails to question if police are the solution to neighborhood issues. The evaluation itself states Watts has long endured “poverty, high unemployment, lack of economic development, and limited access to both green spaces and healthy food.” Expanding the police budget to run police-sponsored youth sports through CSPs are not responsive solutions to systemic issues. Why then is the foremost issue of investigation in these communities increasing police trust and police-sponsored youth sports? Based on the findings of this evaluation, the CSP program does not merit increased investment of public dollars into training, wages, or overtime for police officers to implement a program that would be better managed by schools or youth development programs that can focus on service provision without the conflict of law enforcement.

2. The report cites misleadingly precise treatment effect estimates of CSPs on violent crime. It obscures the uncertainty inherent to quasi-experimental quantitative analysis by neglecting to report the confidence intervals associated with the supposed positive effects of CSP. The report also fails to consider alternative explanations, unrelated to CSP, for why
Watts may not have experienced the increase in violent crime that occurred elsewhere in Los Angeles in 2014. This data falsely touts the efficacy of CSPs and lends pseudoscientific support to yet another LAPD policing program.

3. The quantitative analysis was authored by Jeff Brantingham, architect of LAPD’s racist predictive policing program, PredPol, which LAPD disbanded after massive community opposition, including from UCLA students and faculty. Brantingham markets location-based, “hot spot” policing methods and is invested in the continuation of CSPs and the collection of data through surveilling residents.

4. Funders of the UCLA evaluation have interests tied to CSP. For example, Weingart Foundation board member, Steve Soboroff, is also a current board member on the Los Angeles Police Commission. Additionally, The Ballmer Group contributed $750,000 to CSP and Steve Ballmer remains a top Microsoft stakeholder while LAPD spends millions on Microsoft products, including Microsoft Azure, which stores body camera surveillance footage, and the Microsoft partnership with TASER/Axon, LAPD’s artificial intelligence supplier. Lastly, we are concerned that real estate developers Caruso and Cindy Miscikowski are funding pro-community policing research as a means to increase police presence in communities of color and incarcerate residents to contrive conditions of perceived safety for future gentrifiers. Given these conflicts, we are additionally concerned by the lack of transparency in allowing an anonymous donor to contribute to this study. We believe it is an unacceptable practice that prevents public scrutiny of academic reports.

Given the breadth of negative findings in this evaluation, it is deeply troubling that the conclusion “strongly recommends” CSPs continue with “enhanced funding.” The CSP program has operated in Watts for 10 years, yet the report makes recommendations more characteristic of a program in its nascent stages, such as “create a mission statement.”

Los Angeles communities are on the cusp of reversing decades of over-investment in policing and incarceration. By touting this report as an accurate evaluation of CSP’s success and vehicle for CSP expansion, the authors and UCLA Luskin undermine the efforts of community leaders seeking to re-allocate law enforcement funding to crucial health and social services. These decisions are abhorrent especially during this time when health services struggle to keep up with the COVID-19 outbreak and Los Angeles residents face life-or-death financial uncertainties. We are tired of seeing the influence of academia and philanthropy weaponized against community interests and request you address our concerns.

Sincerely,

The undersigned community organizations and individuals:
Youth Justice Coalition
Stop LAPD Spying Coalition
JusticeLA Coalition
White People 4 Black Lives
NOlympics LA
Sunrise Movement LA Youth

Melina Abdullah, Black Lives Matter-Los Angeles
Marie Mazzone, Bend the Arc
April Angermeier, The Bail Project
Blythe Rudloff, The Bail Project
Charlotte Ganes, The Bail Project
Eleanor Niedermeyer, The Bail Project
Nancy Cruz, The Bail Project
Priscilia Martinez, The Bail Project
Ian Baran, Critical Resistance
Ivette Alé, Dignity and Power Now
Lamia El-Sadek, Dignity and Power Now
Sean R. Mason, DSA-LA
Cameron, Humanity First Coalition
Ezak Perez, Gender Justice LA
Ian Carr, Ground Game LA
Jule Gamache, JusticeLA
Anastasia Cusack-Mercedez, LA Community Action Network
Gerardo Gomez, LA Community Action Network
Eunisses Hernandez, Co-Executive Director, La Defensa
Despina Stokou, Moms4BlackLives
Foster Wilson, Movement 4 Black Lives, UCLA Lab School Parent
Jordan Wyner, NOlympicsLA, Hotels as Housing, Luskin Institute of Inequality and Democracy
Aaron Harvey, Pillars of the Community, San Diego
Akhil Gopal, Stop LAPD Spying Coalition
Tiffany Guerra Stop LAPD Spying Coalition
Hamid Khan, Stop LAPD Spying Coalition
Dorothy Alexanian, Street Watch LA and Santa Monica College YDSA
Elizabeth Lozano, StreetWatch
Linh Co, Streetwatch LA
Matthew Pardue, Street Watch LA
Audrey Georg, White People 4 Black Lives
Heather Mack, White People 4 Black Lives, Professional Program Evaluator
Lex Ryan, White People 4 Black Lives
Sherry Varon, White People 4 Black Lives
Zach Sherwin, White People 4 Black Lives
Elizeth Virrueta, Youth Justice Coalition, CA STOP Coalition

The undersigned UCLA faculty and staff:

Allyson Adams, UCLA staff member
Amy Ritterbusch, Department of Social Welfare
Ananya Roy, Professor, UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs
Andy Perrine, UCLA Library Staff
Hannah Appel, Associate Professor, UCLA Department of Anthropology. Associate Director, Institute on Inequality and Democracy
Jemima Pierre, Associate Professor, Department of African American Studies & Department of Anthropology
Jonathan H. Grossman, Professor, UCLA
Laura Adery, UCLA Clinical Instructor
Maylei Blackwell, Associate Professor, Department of Chicana/o and Central American Studies
Michael Lens, UCLA Luskin Faculty
Peter Sellars, Professor, UCLA Department of World Arts and Cultures/Dance
SA Smythe, UCLA Assistant Professor & UCLA Divest/Invest Faculty Collective
Shana L. Redmond, Professor, UCLA

The undersigned Luskin student organizations, current students and alumni:

Women in Transportation Seminar at UCLA
Black Planners Network
Planners of Color for Social Equity (PCSE)
Police Professionals for Diversity and Equity (PPDE)

Adam Barsch, UCLA MPP 2020
Alex Bowen, UCLA MSW 2022
Alexandra Bjerg, UCLA MPP 2019
Alicia Morales Perez, Planners of Color for Social Equity, MURP 2019
Alvin Teng, UCLA Luskin MPP Class of 2018, UCLA BA Class of 2011
Amy Zhou, MURP 2020
Andres Gonzalez, Planners of Color for Social Equity, MURP 2021
Ankhet Holmes, UCLA Luskin MPP 2019
Anya Titova, UCLA MPP 2018
Ashley Etter, UCLA MPP/MSW 2021
Caroline Calderon, MURP 2019
Cecilia Sanchez, UCLA Luskin MSW 2020
Charlotte Will, UCLA MURP 2021
Christina Harrison, UCLA Luskin Alumnae, MSW 2016
Cynthia Bourjac, MURP 2021
Daisy Cruz, MSW 2020
Daniel Luu, UCLA MURP, Planners of Color for Social Equity
Desiree Lopez, UCLA MSW 2019
Diego Gomez, Planners of Color for Social Equity, MURP 2021
Dominique Mikell, Luskin Social Welfare PhD/ 3
Elana Kessler, MURP 2019
Elena Hernandez, MURP/MPH 2022
Eliza Franklin, Underground Scholars Initiative, MURP/1st year
Ellen Schwartz, UCLA MURP 2021
Emma French, UCLA, Urban Planning PhD student
Erica Webster, UCLA Luskin Alum, MPP 2020
Estefania Zavala, UCLA MPP 2018
Fiona Kirby, UCLA MPP 2019
Gabriela Solis, UCLA BA 2015, UCLA MPP 2019, UCLA MSW 2019
Gerrlyn Gacao, Planners of Color for Social Equity, MURP 2021
Gina Charusombat, UCLA Luskin MPP 2018
Haley Roeser, UCLA MURP 2022
Iman Nanji, UCLA MPP 2020, MBA 2020
Irma Livadic, UCLA MPP '2019
Isabelle Liu, UCLA MPP 2021
Jacob Woocher, Joint JD/MURP Degree Candidate, Class of 2021
Javier Garica-Perez, PhD Student Social Welfare 4th year
Jeff Capps, UCLA, MSW 2020
Jessica Southwell, UCLA MPP 2019
Jodi Scofield, 2nd year MSW
Josh Summers, MPP 2019
Kamilah Mims, UCLA Luskin, MPP 2022
Kassandra Hernandez, MPP 2020
Kat Stockly, MSW alumni 2020
Kristen Brock-Petroshius, MSW Social Welfare PhD Student
Laura Elaine Daza, Racial Justice Working Group, Urban Planning Womxn of Color Collective, MURP 2021
Lauren Higa, UCLA MSW & Asian American Studies MA
Mabel Rafael-Ramos Luskin, MSW 2020
Madonna P. Cadiz, UCLA Social Welfare/3rd year PhD student
Mariesa Samba, UCLA MSW 2021
Marisa Montoya, MSW 1st year
Marissa Ayala, Policy Professionals for Diversity and Equity, Master of Public Policy 2019
Marlene Salazar, MURP 2019
Matt Phillips MURP 2021
Michelle Ellis Viorato, MPP, 2019
Mike Van Gorder MURP, 2021
Nikitha Gopal, MPP 2019
Noreen Ahmed, MPP 2020
Oceana R. Gilliam, Policy Professionals for Diversity and Equity, MPP 2019
Paola Méndez, UCLA MURP 2017
Paulina Celaya, Luskin School of Social Welfare/2016
Rachel Wells, Social Welfare
Ramandeep Kaur, MPP/2018
Rayne Laborde, UCLA MURP/M.Arch ’21
Rebecca Escoto, UCLA, MSW ’22
Renée Lahey, Luskin M.P.P. 2019
Riley O’Brien, MURP ‘18
Robin Brown, UCLA Luskin MPP 2019
Rodrigo Froggy Vazquez, Underground scholars, MSW year 1
Rosie Brown UCLA Luskin/School of Law 2021
Rumsha Sajid, UCLA MURP, ’21
Sam Lau, UCLA Luskin/Fielding, MPH/MPP 2021
Samikchhaya Bhusal Urban Planning Class of 2021
Sara Omanovic AMPPS 21’
Sara Wilf, UCLA Department of Social Welfare 2023
Sarah Burtner, State of California, UCLA MPP 2018
Sarah Rubinstein, UCLA MPP 2014
Savannah Ramirez MPP ’21
Sean Tan, UCLA Luskin’19
Spike Friedman, UCLA MURP 2020
Stephanie Schellerup (Berger), UCLA Luskin MPP ’18
Susan Baik, UCLA Luskin MPP/2019
Taemin Ahn, MSW 2022
Taylor de Laveaga, UCLA JD-MPP 2020
Terra Graziani, Anti-Eviction Mapping Project, MURP 2019
Thomas Jacobson, UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs, MPP 2015
Tifanni C Prater, UCLA MSW 2018
Tiffany Tran, UCLA Asian American Studies MA, MSW 2019
Wendy Miranda Arevalo MPH/MURP, Class of 2022
Wendy Miranda Arevalo, UCLA MURP/MPH Class of 2022
Zainab Badi, UCLA MPP 2019

The undersigned UCLA student organizations, current students and alumni:

Black Graduate Student Association
Underground Scholars Initiative -UCLA

Addison Dickens, UCLA School of Law ‘22
Donnie Akins, Psychology/2021
Dustin Dillon David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA MD Program/MS1
Dylan Karlsson, UCLA Alumni, Information Studies 2020
Dylan Lee, UCLA Law 2022
Elise Umetsu, UCLA class of 2020
Elizabeth Thorne, UCLA alum
Elynar Moreno, Alumna, ‘02 and ‘04
Emily Luong Undergraduate Students Association Council, Internal Vice President Communication 2021
Eric Ottey, MD; UCLA Alumni c/o 2018
Erin Mauffray, UCLA, Graduate Student/Year 2
Evelyn Hinojosa Undergraduate Student Class of ‘21
Ezra Glenn, UCLA Anderson MBA ‘20
Gabriela Hernández, school of public affairs 2018
Geno Sanchez, MLIS, (’13 & ’16), UCLA Library
Grace Diliberto, UCLA MLIS ‘20
Hamoun Dolatshahi Directing and Producing
Isaiah Sampson Graduate Student Association School of Dentistry Second Year
Ivy Molina, Underground Scholars Initiative, UCLA American Indian Studies / Undergrad
Jackie Park, UCLA School of Law, Class of 2022
Jackie Park, UCLA School of Law, Class of 2022
James Huynh, PhD Student, UCLA Fielding School of Public Health
Janan AlKhaja Graduate Muslim Student Association
Jasper Estabillo, UCLA
Jenny Poretz, UCLA Law class of 2023
Jenny Reed, UCLA, MFA Film
Jesse Teso, UCLA alum ’20
Jessica Hatrick, UC Alum
Jessica Lee, UCLA ’16
Jessica McQueen, UCLA 2014
John Rodriguez, UCLA 2020
Joselin B, Underground Scholars Initiative
Joshua Mayer, PhD candidate, Department of Anthropology
Julia Clark, PhD Candidate, UCLA Department of Asian Languages & Cultures
Julia Keplinger, UCLA Sociology 2010
Julia Revillion Cox, Department of Psychology
Julia Tanenbaum, Masters in Library and Information Studies 2021
Jumanah Malibari UCLA/student undergraduate/second year
Justin Rodriguez, USAC Gen Rep 2, UCLA Economics 2022
Kai Erlenbusch, UCLA 2012
Kareem Elzein, PhD candidate, Education
Kareem Youssef Graduate Student Materials Science/4th year
Kate McNerny, BA, UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs, Class of 2022
Katelyn Hancock, UCLA Asian American Studies 2018
Katie Tilford, UCLA Extension Horticulture program
Kevin Cruz, César E. Chávez Department of Chicana/o Studies, PhD student
Khyla Horton African American Studies, 2nd year
Kiana Azar No UCPD Coalition Undergraduate, Gender and Labor Studies, Class of 2021
Lauren McDaniel (UCLA Alumna, undergrad and grad)
Lawrence Maminta, UCLA MLIS 2020
Letty Trevino GSA Vice-President of Academic Affairs 5th year PhD, Spanish & Portuguese
Lexi Wang, undergraduate student, UCLA 2022
Lizeth Carrillo UCLA David Geffen School of Medicine MS1
Lucy Stewart, New School, UCLA History Department 2001-2005
Mallory Adragna, Alumnus, 2018
Margaret Starbuck, UCLA TFT Class of 2017
Maxwell Kazuo, UCLA Art Major (2024)
Megan Riley, MLIS graduate and current PhD student, Information Studies
Melinh Rozen, MBA 2019
Miranda Le, Undergraduate Student, Society and Genetics 2021
Miya Shaffer Culture and Performance, PHD
Molly Calhoun, UCLA Law ‘22
Molly Calhoun, UCLA Law ‘22
Natalie Kamajian UCLA phd student World arts and cultures/dance, 3rd year
Nicole Battaglia, UCLA Law 2022
Nicole Cooke, UCLA DMA Alumni/2018
Nina Papachristou, UCLA Law 2022
Niousha Public affairs 2021
Nora Roach, UC grad 2007
Nuha Khalfay NWWNC David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA
Osula Lam, Justice LA, UCLA 2011 B.S. in Biology
Peter Horton, UCLA Law Student ‘22
Prince Osemwengie UCLA 2020
Rachel, Alumni, 2017
Robert Stringham, California Legal Research, UCLA Law ’18
Robert Watson, TFT 2016
Rohini Nott David Geffen School of Medicine, Class of 2024
Sam Lutzker, PhD student, Department of Sociology, UCLA
Samar UCLA Graduate
Sara Schuster, UCLA Extension
Selina Portera, UCLA, IS PhD Student
Sofia Rivas, Underground Scholars
Stacey Slevcove, BA 2009
Tamsin Rawady (UCLA Extensions Certificated of Film & TV Program 1997-1999)
Tania Carrillo, Class of 2019
Tanya Ortiz, UCLA ‘15
Tara Adler Social Sciences and Comparative Education (5th year PhD student)
Tiffany Do, FreeRads, UCLA ‘14
Tiffany Sarchet, UCLA Law ‘21
Viet Nguyen, UCLA DGSOM c/o 2013
Winston Luhur, UCLA Law
Xitlalli Cardenas, Sociology, 2018
Yasmin Abusaif, UCLA Law 2022
Yasmin Abusaif, UCLA Law 2022
Yasmine Krings UCLA
Yvonne M. Eadon, UCLA phd candidate in I for
Zachary Siegel, PhD student in DOTM, Anderson School
Zak Fisher, UCLA School of Law Alumnus ’20
Zuleika Bravo UCLA Undergraduate Student Association Transfer Student Representative
College of Letters and Science/ 5th year

**The undersigned students and faculty from other universities:**

Ali Rachel Pearl, Postdoctoral Fellow, USC  
Ariana Waters, LATU  
Breeze, USAC, 3rd year  
Brennan Gonering, UC Davis graduate student  
Carlos Cruz / Underground Scholars UCRiverside  
Daniel Ortega, LASC, Sociology 1998  
Danny Murillo, Co-Founder Berkeley Underground Scholars  
Diana Gamez, UCI graduate student  
Dr. Andrew Culp, Professor, California Institute of the Arts  
Edith Adams, USC PhD Student  
Fidel Chagolla Underground Scholars Riverside  
Gabe Rosales, Underground Scholars at UCI, Doctoral Student Criminology, Law and Society  
Georgia Valentine UC Berkeley Goldman School of Public Policy  
Husna Mohiuddin UCR  
Jade Segura, SMC  
Jazmin Garcia, Underground Scholars, UCR/Senior  
Jorge Tapia, USC Price School of Public Policy  
Jose Lumbreras, USI @ UCSD.  
Joshua Solis/UCSC Underground Scholars Rep/  
Kelsey Vidic, CSULB  
Lauren Wrenn, USC Price MPL ‘18  
Leah Horgan, UC Irvine PhD Candidate  
Lennin Kuri, Underground Scholars Initiative, UC Riverside  
Lillian Romero, UCR student  
Matthew Gray Brush, FSPH 2020  
Michael Hames-Garcia University of Oregon  
Michaela Telfer, doctoral candidate, USC  
Middle Eastern Student Assembly, UC Riverside  
Molly Talcott, Professor of Sociology, California State University, Los Angeles
Monica Monroy, Cal State LA, MPH 2021
Pamela Leo, USC/MPA 21
Rosemary Le, UCR
Ryan Flaco Rising Underground Scholars Santa Barbara Sociology 3rd year
Sarah Bowers, CSU Long Beach
Selasi Amoani Occidental College
Skylar Cummings, Occidental College
Zachary Psick, UC Davis/We Are All Students

The undersigned concerned individuals:

Abigail Taubman
Alberta Wright
Aleeyah Mithavayani
Alexandra
Alexandra Mulconnery
Alice Tsui
Allison Hirsch
Alston Palmer, LA citizen
Alyssa Marchan
Amanda Becerra, Los Angeles Educator
Amanda Hillsberg
Amanda Medak
Amanda Robles
Amanda Roessler
Amelia Rayno
Amelie Cherlin
Amy Eicher
Amy Swart
Andrea Wang
Andreina Gonzalez
Angela M Chung
Angela White
Anna Venturini
Annie Truscott
Arnold Zavala
Ashley Paige Brim
Ashraf Farassati
Aurelia Casarrubias
Bethany Heykoop
Betty J White
Bianca Sanchez
Brett Sullivan
Brittney Pollock
Bryne Rasmussen
Camilla Radoyce
Camille Killion, just a concerned citizen
Carlie Quelch-Kinnear
Carmen Baily
Carolina Guevaa
Casey Trela
Catherine Safley
Chase Allgood
Ciara Tepayotl
Claire Colette
Clara Aranovich
Clara Huang
Clara Keane
Collette Rutherford
Cynthia Cheng
Dahma Cho
Danielle Castillo
Danielle Castrence
Danielle Fox
David Mikason
Diana Irvine
Diana Zúñiga, Health and Justice Advocate
E. Armin
Echo Marshall
Edan Tessema
eI-bey: aliyah
Eleanor Bray
Eliani Corriette
Elijah Teller
Ellen Walsh
Elsie Ochoa
Elyse Levesque
Emiliana Dore
Emily Kraklow
Emily Rawl
Emma Broussard-Wilson
Emma Winfrey
Eric Shevrin
Erica Vasquez
Erik Abriss
Esmeralda Cruz
Essence
Estefany Pereyra
Eve Danzeisen
Frances Orr
Frank Scoffield, Gang Preventionist (Koreatown), Community Member
Gabriel Pineda
Gennia Cui
Gianna Kozel, MA
Gigi weisberg
Gillian Zwick
Gina Viola Peake
Grace McCullough
Halle Bills, Los Angeles Resident
Hannah Carpenter
Hannah Chodos
Hannah Gibson
Hannah Mora
Harlan Pace
Henry D. Rodriguez
Hilary Ruggiano
Irena Snejjella
Isabella Fabiani
Isabella Roland
Isabelle Miller
Izzy Miller
Izzy Thomas
Jacob James
Jacqi Jones
jaden lewis
Jake Kroeger
James Erangey
James Martin
Jamie Roque Padilla
Jenn Murphy
Jenna Matus, student
Jennifer Sanders
Jessica Craven, member LACDP in AD51
Jessica Eason, FIA
Jessica Tardieu Haines
Jessie Medofer
Jewell Karinen
Jordan Grasso
Jordan Jace
Jordan Jackson
Juan Carbajal
Julie Alley
Julie Henson
Karen Schwenkmeyer
Kate Sypek
Katherine Metz, Fair Manager, Art Los Angeles Contemporary
katie lucas
Keila Roldan
Kelli Hagen
Kelly Mis
Kelly Schumann
kelty walker
Kendall D
Kendall James
Kiley Wolff, community member
Kimberly a Fuentes
Kristen Studard
Kristen Vaganos
Lauren Lipsay
Layal Bata
Lee Ann Wang
Lena Forti
Lex Roman
Lilah Abrams
Lindsey Moss
Lisa Holtke
Logan Rolin
Mackenzie Jones
Madaline Jones
Madeline Wager
Mallory C
Marc Jablon
Maria Brooks, LA resident
Maria Gomez
Maria Layton
Marie Pavlich, FIA
Marissa Brown
Mary Baurkot
matt dennehy
Matthew Casey
Maya Bon
Mayank Keshaviah
McKenna Rowe
Mel Forrest
Melina Adragna
Melissa Bierly
Melissa Mateo
Mia Recio
Michelle Pujol
Mieko Romming
Molly Griffin
Nick Schwartz, LA Resident
Nicole O'Connell
Nora Fujita-Yuhas
Olivia Magnotta
Olivia Onek
Pablo Nukaya-Petralia, community member
Paul Freedman
Paulina Olvera
Pauline Boyd
Pilar Duralde
R. de Laveaga
Rachael Cantu
Rachel S Fox
Rachel S Fox
Rae Mariah MacCarthy
Rebecca Flores
Riel Stephenson
Rob Cottrell
Rosie Harald
Roxanne Wills
Ryan White
S Patel
Sabrina Mahoney
Sam Intrater
Samantha Peck-Sanders
Samantha Spaccasi
Sandra Fox
Sarah Back
sarah evelyn bram
Sarah Suh
Scout Khelian
Sierra Morris
Sophia Kandell
Sophia Lewis
Sophia Luskin
Sophia Rome
Stephanie Guzman
Stephanie Ruiz
Syann Lunsford
Sylvia Brooks Griffin
Taylor Reed
Tessa Richardson
Thea Rodgers, LA Citizen
Theresa Sterner
Tim Ngo Huynh
Trevor McMahan
Trudy Goodwin
Tyler Zak
Valerie shirt
Vico Ortiz
Virginia Reece
Xia Jimenez
Yahaira Malkenhorst
Yasmeen Garcia
Yuki Torrey
Yvonne Marquez
Zach Shipko
Zane Cassidy
Zoe Arkin
Zoe Nissen, Concerned Angeleno